protocol features (i.e., HTTP pipelining and range retrieval requests) from their intended purpose and using them for scheduling video segments over different paths. Interoperable with existing server infrastructure, our proposed solution can be deployed in a lightweight and purely client-based manner. We validate the proposed algorithms by implementing them into an existing video streaming platform.
Media Performance Group
http://simula.no/department/media
The interaction with digital media pervades most people everyday lives, both at home and at work. A person may easily understand that he interacts with digital media, or be completely oblivious to it. Application ideas appear limitless, yet so appear inhibitors of new uses. Inhibitors range from unchangeable laws of physics through scalability problems faced in processing digital media to a lack of understanding for people's requirements to appreciate a particular application.
The Media department investigates the means of overcoming or evading inhibitors for the use of time-dependent digital media in distributed systems. The department finds solutions by exploring, understanding and improving on a particular inhibitor in an application context. Improvements are found in better operating systems mechanisms, programming tools, protocols, distributed architectures, digital media formats or a better understanding of people's perception of media in a context. The department takes a multimedia systems approach, whereby successful research leads to quantifiable improvements and success is proven experimentally. The essential results of the research are algorithms, methods, tools or prototypes that provide solutions for overcoming a particular set of challenges in using time-dependent digital media in distributed systems that are practical and realistic today or in the near future.
Sree Hari Krishnan Parthasarathi
Privacy-Sensitive Audio Features for Conversational Speech Processing
The work described in this thesis takes place in the context of capturing real-life audio for the analysis of spontaneous social interactions. Towards this goal, we wish to capture conversational and ambient sounds using portable audio recorders. Analysis of conversations can then proceed by modeling the speaker turns and durations produced by speaker diarization. However, a key factor against the ubiquitous capture of real-life audio is privacy. Particularly, recording and storing raw audio would breach the privacy of people whose consent has not been explicitly obtained.
In this thesis, we study audio features instead --for recording and storage --that can respect privacy by minimizing the amount of linguistic information, while achieving state-of-the-art performance in conversational speech processing tasks. Indeed, the main contributions of this thesis are the achievement of state-of-theart performances in speech/nonspeech detection and speaker diarization tasks using such features, which we refer to, as privacy-sensitive. Besides this, we provide a comprehensive analysis of these features for the two tasks in a variety of conditions, such as indoor (predominantly) and outdoor audio. To objectively evaluate the notion of privacy, we propose the use of human and automatic speech recognition tests, with higher accuracy in either being interpreted as yielding lower privacy.
For the speech/nonspeech detection (SND) task, this thesis investigates three different approaches to privacy-sensitive features. These approaches are based on simple, instantaneous, feature extraction methods, excitation source information based methods, and feature obfuscation methods. These approaches are benchmarked against Perceptual Linear Prediction (PLP) features under many conditions on a large meeting dataset of nearly 450 hours. Additionally, automatic speech (phoneme) recognition studies on TIMIT showed that the proposed features yield low phoneme recognition accuracies, implying higher privacy.
For the speaker diarization task, we interpret the extraction of privacy-sensitive features as an objective that maximizes the mutual information (MI) with speakers while minimizing the MI with phonemes. The source-filter model arises naturally out of this formulation. We then investigate two different approaches for extracting excitation source based features, namely Linear Prediction (LP) residual and deep neural networks. Diarization experiments on the single and multiple distant microphone scenarios from the NIST rich text evaluation datasets show that these features yield a performance close to the Mel Frequency Cepstral coefficients (MFCC) features. Furthermore, listening tests support the proposed approaches in terms of yielding low intelligibility in comparison with MFCC features.
The last part of the thesis studies the application of our methods to SND and diarization in outdoor settings. While our diarization study was more preliminary in nature, our study on SND brings about the conclusion that privacy-sensitive features trained on outdoor audio yield performance comparable to that of PLP features trained on outdoor audio. Lastly, we explored the suitability of using SND models trained on indoor conditions for the outdoor audio. Such an acoustic mismatch caused a large drop in performance, which could not be compensated even by combining indoor models. 
Mohammad Kazemi Varnamkhasti
Multiple Description Video Coding Based on Base and Enhancement Layers of SVC and Channel Adaptive Optimization Multiple distortion coding (MDC) is a promising solution for video transmission over lossy channels. In MDC, multiple descriptions of a source are generated which are dependently decodable and mutually refinable. When all descriptions are available, the corresponding quality is called central quality; otherwise it is called side quality. Generally, there exists a trade-off between side and central quality in all MDC schemes. MDC methods which provide better central-side quality trade-off are of more interest to designers.
In this thesis a new MDC scheme is introduced which has better trade-off between side and central quality compared to existing schemes. In other words, for the same central quality, it provides higher side quality; or equivalently for the same side quality, it has higher central quality. This method is based on the mixing of the base and enhancement layers of Coarse-Grain Scalable (CGS) coding and hence is called Mixed Layer MDC (MLMDC). At the central decoder the layers are separated and we have two-layer quality, such as in the CGS decoder. At the side decoder, some descriptions are not available and hence we cannot separate the layers, directly. We propose to use estimation for this purpose. MLMDC for two-description coding and fourdescription coding is implemented in JM16.0, H.264/ AVC reference software. The experimental results show that for videos which have dynamic enough content (texture and motion activity), MLMDC in comparison to the conventional MDCs provides higher side quality for the same central quality. In addition, for video transmission over channels with packet loss (such as the Internet), MLMDC provides higher average video quality, in particular for four-description coding.
